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Designed to simplify the way you 
create stunning lighting displays.

Year-round lighting solution

Smart control via a mobile app 

Cost-Efficient

Easy Installation

Seamless Connectivity

Quality Materials

Next-day shipping 

Effortless Clips

Waterproof Design

Smart App Control

Chromaglow is an affordable and user-friendly lighting solution that offers easy installation, versatile
customization, and smart control via a mobile app. It stands out for its cost-efficiency, quick delivery,
and a proprietary clip system for secure attachment, making it the ideal choice for creating lighting
displays with ease.

Key Features
Welcome to the comprehensive Chromaglow Installation and User
Guide. In this guide, we'll introduce you to the dazzling world of our

cutting-edge RGB lighting system. Whether you're a first-time user

or a pro-installer, you'll find invaluable insights into the installation

process, maximizing the potential of your Chromaglow lights, and

understanding the many reasons why our lights are the top choice

for illuminating your surroundings. 

From site assessment to app control, we've got you covered every

step of the way. Let's dive into the magic of Chromaglow.

Watch the official video



Before we move on with installation, here are some things you need to know: 

Components Required

Before starting your installation, ensure you have the necessary components:

1x Power supply for every 200ft of lights.

1x Controller for every 400 lights, or 16 x 25-foot strings.

1x T-Connector to join the controller, power supply, and RGB strings together.

Extension cords are available in 10ft and 2ft lengths to help you bridge gaps as

needed during installation.

Note: If your run of lights exceeds 200ft, you will need to add an additional power supply.

Similarly, for runs longer than 400ft, you'll need an extra controller.

Power Injection: For runs longer than 200ft, you can inject additional power using a

Power Injection T-Connector. This ensures that your RGB lights receive enough power

to operate correctly, maintaining brightness and color consistency. 

Additional Controller: For installations longer than 400ft, it's necessary to add an extra

controller. This is crucial to control and synchronize your RGB lights effectively,

allowing for seamless lighting effects throughout the entire length. 

Maximum Extension Cord Run: Please note that the maximum run of extension cords

should not exceed 17ft. Beyond this length, it is advisable to consider alternative

methods for powering and connecting your Chromaglow RGB lights.

Important information
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https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-power-supply
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-bluetooth-controller
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-t-connecter


1. Install the Chromaglow Tracks
Begin by installing the Chromaglow tracks onto the house using
your preferred method, whether it be screws, 3M tape, or any
other suitable fastening method.

Installation Steps

2. Connect the RGB Strings
Connect the appropriate lengths of RGB strings together to achieve the desired length
for your installation. You can mix 25ft and 1ft lengths to create the perfect fit.

3. Add RGB Strings to the Tracks
Carefully insert the connected RGB strings
into the Chromaglow tracks to secure them
in place.

4. Use Clear Track Covers (Optional)
For added protection and to conceal the light
strings, you can optionally use the clear track
covers

5. Setting Up Your Lights
Once your Chromaglow RGB lights are installed, follow these steps to set them up:

Install the RGB+Installer App on your iOS mobile device. This app is used by the installer
to configure the lights.
Your clients can download the RGB+Mesh App to their mobile devices to choose and
edit their light display.
For a visual guide on how to sync the lights to the app, please watch our instructional
video on our YouTube channel. Click here to access the video.
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https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-track
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/cg-25l-12
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-track-cover
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-track-cover
https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/rgb-installer/id1666223086
https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/rgb-mesh/id1638720803
https://youtu.be/HuUyBDgWEJQ


1. Install the Chromaglow Tracks
Snap these vinyl Chromaglow extension cable covers effortlessly
onto the Extension Cable Clips to conceal any exposed wires!

Accessories

2. Chromaglow Track Cover
Upgrade your installation with these Chromaglow Vinyl Track Covers, designed to
conceal wires between each light. 

Perfect for dark-colored tracks where wires may be more noticeable, these covers snap
into place effortlessly, providing a clean, professional look.

CHROMAGLOW

3. Chromaglow Edge Clip
Your convenient solution for attaching Chromaglow
tracks to shingles or gutters. Available in discreet white
or black, these clips blend seamlessly during the day.

3. Soffit Clip
This clip allows you to securely attach Chromaglow
tracks to the edge of your soffits just behind the facia
board and hang the tracks to the perfect height.

https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-extension-cable-cover
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-extension-cable-clip?_pos=1&_psq=extension+cable+cli&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-track-cover-1?_pos=1&_psq=track+cover&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/chromaglow-edge-clip?pr_prod_strat=e5_desc&pr_rec_id=120b1cecd&pr_rec_pid=8739339239706&pr_ref_pid=8990618124570&pr_seq=uniform
https://bigstarlights.ca/products/soffit-clip?_pos=1&_psq=soffit&_ss=e&_v=1.0


Here is an illustrative image demonstrating how to properly power your Chromaglow
lights by connecting all your extensions and power sources.

Powering your Chromaglow
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Prior to connecting your lights, it's essential to install and set them up properly. 
Follow the steps on this guide for installation and setup before proceeding with the
connections.



When it comes to installing stunning RGB lighting

solutions, it's important to know the ins and outs

of what you're getting. Below, we break down the

installation process and key factors to consider

when choosing Chromaglow compared to our

competitors.

Chromaglow excels in making RGB lighting installations an enjoyable and streamlined

experience. When you choose Chromaglow, you're choosing ease, intelligence, and

reliability, ensuring that your lighting display is nothing short of magical. 

Chromaglow comparison sheet

MAIN FEATURE COMPARISON

Minimal cost

Easy installation

Easy-to-cut tracks

Next-day delivery

Adjustable clips

Adhesive brackets

US THEM

CHROMAGLOW



With Chromaglow RGB lights, you have the power to customize and automate your

lighting displays in any way you desire, making them the perfect choice for all your

favorite festivities. Whether it's a holiday, a special occasion, or just an everyday mood

enhancer, these versatile lights can adapt to your creativity and preferences. 

Gallery
CHROMAGLOW



www.bigstarlights.com
sales@bigstarlights.com
1-888-444-4081

For inquiries,
contact us.

CHROMAGLOW

tel:1-888-444-4081

